


in pursuit,of a fictitious goal: total power. Th.rough example, through a
series ,of misperceptions and mistaken judgments thechilg has come
to the conclusion, "I ca'n belong, I can OVercome my feelings of in
feriority and weakness by being bigger, stronger and more powerful
than others." It is a pathological, self-defeating and highly self
reinforcing goal. Rollo May, in his re·cer:tt 90ok, Power and Innocence,
quotes EqgarFriedenberg ~s_saying" "All weakness t~nds to corrupt,
a'rid impotence corrupts absolutely" (Friedenberg, 1965,'pp. 47-48).

How does a power-struggle 'get started? Basic to Adlerian theory is
the concept of overcoming or compensating for perceived hCindicaps.
The child is born not only weak and helpless-a physical "in
ferior" -but he is born possessing an intense desire and capacity for
mastery, for moving from a position of felt weakness to felt strength,
from ,a position of inferiority toone of sUPeriority. Within the ,first few
years of .life, he begins to master his body and. a large~ part of his' en
vironment. But a .s~ificant" part 'of 'th~t environment is other people
whose ftfestyles and beh~viormay reflect a compensatory $truggle,for
theJi own tl'nconscious feeTfng-s of powerlessness, ina'deqtracy, or in'~

feriority. .

In the inevitable, conflicts of everyday life, when the child's im
mediate purpose'orde~ireis 'at odds with that of his parents, the scene
is set forwh'at may be called the "vicio~.s triangle." Verbally or
physically the adult conveys to the child t.heidea, "I don't like ,what
you ar.e doing, and I intend to have you behave differently." Segment
two falls in-place when· the child, fully aware of his equal right to make
choices, retumswith the idea, "You can't make me." Bu·t the struggle
or power contest does not begin until segment three is added. At the

says, "Oh, yes I .can," the triangle becomes a closed
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What life'style? The third factor in the perpetuation of the
power-struggle, that of lifestyle,presents an unusu?ll paradox. Whereas
the concepts of both lifestyle and power-striving -in children
have ,w,ell developed in Adlerian theory and practice the relation-
ship the two has not, to my knowledge, been systematically
explored. I would like, therefore, to offer the information which follows
as based solely on eX.periencec7 hopefully to be

a research setting.

In 'closely with parents over the last seven or eight years, I
have struck repeatedly by the ease with which many become in-
volved in 'power. struggles with their children and by the varying
degre-es of success with which they manage to extricate themselves
from the struggle. Some families, with a minimum of counseling, learn
to the dynamics of a' power contest and are able to take

qUickly and dramatically lessen the number and in-
_ ....".&a.,..._ ....., within the home. In other families, the situation may

get much worse. Sometimes, the counselor
no effect whatever on the family. Or, the original dif-

oJ" .... __ .... & __ out, a whole new batch of problems has
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'II"Y'\~~Y"\~hr'r"IY'\""\/'"lnT techniques," beyond the cultural expectations for
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second type ... expects everything from others

on others. I might call it the "getting type.-" A third type
lIni"".-tn~l.r1 to successful by avoiding solution of problems.
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LA "-4 ''-'I.'&";,,u. to a greater or lesser degree, for a solution of these
1I""t.'Ii"',....hl".,I~t:" in a way is to (Allen, 1938,

has further refined these broad categories into



First of all, le~ us consider both the person who needs to be su
perior-that is~ the person who needs to be the center or the best-
and the person who needs to be right. Although often turns
-to no.nconstructive endeavors and tries to be the or worst instead of
the best, he is often an individual of high achievement and significant
accomplishments. The problem arises individual's children
are used to own prestige, re-
flecting on as or in the neigh-
borhood. Often the techniques the parents .are using are those that
were considered superioF in a more ,autocratic setting. If this parent by
s'ome means' becomes con-vinced that a more democratic approac~ is
superior to :his, he cando acorriplete reversal overnight. In his striving
to be superior he is likely to be susceptible to education, and these m?lY
be some of the more dramatic success stories experienced by the family

, counselor. Similarly, the individual who needs to be right"is careful to
avoid error and is open to ideas that seem "righter," especially if he can
still look down on others who are doing things the "wrong" way. His
friends may suffer, but his children may profit.

....... "1r"In,.1l1l1l"'"II~'lI" more difficult to work are udriver" and the "con-
troller." Both derive satisfaction from putting things or people in
motion. The driver wants to get things done. He often throws himself
into successive paroxysms of activity. He or she is a great organization
member, though sometimes he comes across as "pushy." If the driver
~ ........~Y'It"Ia_~~ to set his in wiH probably resist. My'
guess is that the driver's children are more passive than active in their
expression of power. But the driver can be diverted. As a healthier,
more tolerant relationship is developed within the family, the

activities into into or
into a creative 'II""Il"''''''Ir:ll,'''~

The "controller" is a great deal less objective, more personally in
volved, than the driver. He not ,only wants to put others in motion but
to stop them from moving, or to turn them in a direction that suits him.
He is, in essence, a "decider." decides what everyone else should
do. When one of his or her children misbehaves, the pain is not

activity is it is not because
parent will suffer in the eyes of it is b'ecause he or she has
failed in a is
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ciple that is not nearly as evident in other lifestyles-the principle of
mora/superiority. Whereas other lifestyles such as the Baby, the
Inadequate Person, the Pleaser tend to stimulate protective, approving
or responsible behavior in others, those who are pursuing the goals of
being "good" or being a "martyr" have a personal stake in putting
others down-in assuring that the behavior of others is morally worse
than their own.

The degree to which these individuals control others through their
goodness and suffering and the degree to which they subtly
discourage and provoke those whom they consider "inferior" is
usually missed because of the social acceptability of their outward
behavior. Adler discusses in vivid detail the possible behavior of such
an 'individual-in this case a little girl who has been much admired for
her sweetness and goodness. Throughout her life she discovers that
she may use sweetness and bravery to demonstrate her superiority
and to gain her own ends.

She is so easily hurt, so helpless, such a delicate plant that her
husband cannot hurt her. Consequently, she rules him with a rod
of iron, and tears are more to be feared than the an.ger of
another. Perhaps, later, she has children, and again -she is very
successful in using the same technique on them. "Oh, you
wouldn't do that, darling, would you? It would hurt mother so,"
will child's guns, and he may rage in\.vardly, but

unlIVPli~;:)1 ,",""&&~'l;;.. 44ILJ,IUILI""11 which will greet any revolt against
will break the child's spirit, and make him

obedient to the steel hand which he soon discovers is concealed
behind velvet glove. It is little wonder that such a woman, if
she finds her technique of no avail, will be made ill by her erring
husband or She will suffer her illness with superb courage,
so that her behavior will be the admiration of the whole district,
and the wicked child or husband who has brought on her illness
will be universally condemned. (Allen, 1938; 149 ff)

Thus, in our counseling sessions we are sometimes presented with
this most difficult of situations~one in which the parent has an' un
conscious .stake in maintaining the child's misbehavior. The
misbehavior is required for the working out of someone else's neurotic

cases where a disturbed family or classroom seem not to
extended counseling, the possibility of lifestyle analysis

'C:'AU.~'A~.ioool. Occasionally, individual'psychotherapy is required,
VlIIJ,lllI;;.JLU. of parent or teacher or for the encouragement

child, helping him to understand and cope with the double
behave.

may resistance
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does this reflect on you? is it lC"i"'1l .."r-W1r,r-,.7111'

A typical might go like
ret'uSE~S to do his assignments." "And if

won't learn anything."
learn anything?" "Then people will think I'm not a good TDnrrU,7'D'"

yourself, does his behavior mean to your
" If a if the class by f"'n,,,,,T'lnn

refuses to lies or steals, ask, "How does this hnt"ii'::ll\l:r,r'\v

on your competence?" If
be less what? Why
your you cannot motivate a """!:li'tI1't""l,I~~ti"

you so if learn your
disobedient? Consider your difficulties are _""1l"'l1"lo"'S.¥"II'I'I

of not knowing to do or whether there might be some 1J_•• ...,.....,44_"" .. ""

factor which prevents you from dealing with the child in
petitive manner.

Having explored some of the factors which to
vestigation and perpetuation 9f a power-struggle, ,we are now
consider the circumstances under which it might be
reverse order, let ,us discuss the factors of lifestyle, _~IJ_ ....,IL'-"lI.JI,'-'AlloJ

lastly, specific techniques or mannerisms.

A talk 'with yourself. I believe it to be supremely _~""'~T''''''''~I

parent or teacher who, finds herself in a
frequently angered or defeated by the behavior of
make a sincere to identify ,the underlying
dynamics which causing the situation to _'-'IlIlLAJI,&'I.4_

Self-analysis is ipso incomplete and distorted.
the crucial from oneself. Nevertheless, some of
be helpful and accurate. You may want to

'Il_,'1 ....... ,.~B.. which of the child's behaviors'

will think? Naturally, this leads us
oo;;,.n.JI,JlII;."",Lfo.llLII",-,aa.;;;;l. It is I believe the areatest roVl"ii~nnn~

is here that the burden of total responsibility
on majority of our and TD'::llr-nr:ll'li"C'

at least shared. is it
liIi;..n.II.oI'~_lI. r'l.11'11"C'r:llI'IJDC to
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etc. They shouldn't be doing those or any of the other things that so
distress themselves and those around them. Perhaps if we had known
how to influence them in the first place and had half the influence we
think we have, these power-struggles might neither arise nor flourish.
Few of us are that fortunate. Teachers, in particular, are presente'd with

,a few power-hungry children eve'ry Tuesday after Labot
Day-children in whom the power-struggl~ is highly,developed-chil
dren who are creative, sometimes ruthless, vulnerable yet tough-chil
dren 'who come to you ready to fight, ready to make you fight and
ready to win. I strongly believe that it is not simply the behavior of
these children that is so disturbing. It is rather the idea in the teacher's
or parent's mind that the child has no right to be the way he is, and
that she should not be required to deal with such behavior. It is her
own expectations, not the, child's behavior that are causing' her to
suffer. Any effort to help bring her expectations more in line with real
itycanboth ease her burden of responsibility and create a mental atti-

,tude in which the problem can be dealt with more objectively.

A power-hungry child is a disturbed child, and disturbed people
behave in disturbed ways.

This statement bears repeating: A power-hungry child is a disturbed
child, and disturbed people behave in disturbed ways .... Expect it!

neJrceoU4011!;·.,cure often inaccurate,. The statement, "Take. out-your
paper;" might be in'terpretea:-'T\~;fou~~tryingt6'ten'tnew-hatto

His judgments are faulty: "No one around here is going to push
me around!" He is supersensitive: "Why is she always picking on me
anyway?"

Suppose one morning a teacher showed up for work and found the
sign changed outside the school. Instead of Green Pastures Elemen
tary School, it now says, Green pastures Educational Facility for
Delinquent Children. Would she be mentally prepared not to become
upset at the behavior, to deal with it objectively and creatively? With
help, perhaps.

tn How to Live with ,a Neurotic, Albert Ellis (1975) states: You'd
better unreservedly accept them as troubled, and expect
them to act accordingly. Don't ,demand that they seem stable,
sane, rational, logical, well-behaved, sober, mature, reliable,'
steady, hardworking, or anything else you may expect (and often

to find) in non-"neurotics" ..... Not ~ccepting.people with
"ciisturbances amounts to blaming them for having them. And

this helps them to act even more disturbed. For neurosis largely
<W'IJ'III.AiI,~.""" from and turning them

the criticism of others. You have condemned troubled
~""""'1""\ln directly or indirectly. Indirect blame may show itself in
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(Those of you who are familiar with Dreikurs' goals of misbehavior will
recognize that one of the main conditions for the continuance of a
power-struggle is'the internal "upsetness" of the adult involved.) Ellis
continues.

All right! So Jones gets drunk every night and raises noisy hell.
So Smith snobs us on the street. So Mrs. Henry spies on her
neighbor's activities. What can we expect "neurotics" like Jones,
Smith, and Mrs. Henry to do-behave soberly, nicely, and
trustingly? (Ellis, 1975, p. 114)

Similarly, we may ask, "What can we expect a power-hungry·child to
h'e ~reasonable?"

And what do you expect of yourself? Do you expect that by reading
'or joining a study group you will then be able to change these dis
turbed children, to turn their misbehavior into cooperation, to make
them normal? Maybe,-and maybe not. Let us suppose, for the pur
pose of illustration, that a teacher and her principal are having a dif
ficult time getting along with each other. The principal asks the school
psychologist for help in dealing with the teacher. But the teacher
overhears the psychologist say, "Look, if you handle Mrs.B. in such
and such a way, I'm sure she'll change." Is not.the teacher likely to say
to herself, "What, me?! Never!" In the same way, a child can often
sense your· intent to make him change and will interpret your new
found techniques as power ploys on your part, wo.rthy of all his skill to
resist and defeat.

A parent or teacher is bound to become discouraged or angry if the
"Master Plan" does not unfold on schedule. It is the common pitfall of
all those who accept society's dictum, "The adult is responsibl~ for the
child's behavior." It is the pitfall of those who judge their own success
in a venture, in a therapeutic endeavor, or in life itself, by the degree of
change in another.

Your efforts to establish worthwhile communication with a power
hungry child are almost like using the telephone. Usually if you dial the
right number,. you will get through. But sometimes' you get a busy
signal. And of course you might get the disappointing message: "I'm
sorry, but at the customer's request, that number has been temporarily
disconnected." What else can you do but hang up, wait awhile and try
again later.
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But tl:1ey are the techniques that have been found to be most suitable
in dealing with the power-hungry child. Broadly, they fall into the two
basic categories of: (a) dealing with immediate behavior, and (b)
building a long-term relationship.

Generally, it is of utmost importance in dealing with immediate
power-type behavior to avoid your internal feeling of upsetnessor
anger which will convince the child that power is what counts and that
he has succeeded. (Hopefully, the preceding material concerning ex
pectations of the child and of yourself can help in this regard.) The
anger, or lack of it, will show clearly in your tone of voice, even in the
way you hold your body. To the child, these are almost infallible
guides to your true state of mind.

In settling an immediate problem, you are likely to find the power
hungry child particularly responsive to such techniques as: avoidance
of blame or criticism, firmness without domination, and active
listening.

First, avoiding blame deprives him of the response which he is ex
pecting and is well prepared to handle. It takes him by surprise. He
may be so caught off guard that you might be able to slip in a few words
of encouragement before he realizes that they've gotten by. "Look,
Jim, I can see how Bruce got your goat out there on the p1ctygrou1ld."

is waiting for the second punch: "But that's still no reason for you
to hit him so hard!" Bite your tongue. Such a statement reinforces his
notice that you don't think much of him or of his reasons for behaving
as he does. If you could see with his eyes, you would understand how
his actions seem justified to him. By avoiding the issue of placing
blame, you can serve the vital function .of removing the problem
behavior from the arena of "you-me" confrontation to a realistic and
objective appraisal of the issue at hand.

You may be surprised to find that at the moment of conflict, you can
lessen the tension by saying nothing at all-simply acting. If a young
child is throwing food on the floor, he can matter-of-factly be removed
from the table-. If a scuffle is in progress, the participants can be
separated and the stopped without the futile attempt to "get to
the bottom of it." If you suspect that what you are about to say will put
a child on the defensive, and you can't think of anything else to say,
practice the exercise highly recommended by Dreikurs-keeping the

firmly pressed together.

Firmness can be very effective, primarily
hrll,""~111C'n it avoids a confrontation of wills. Firmness describes the ac
tion adult is prepared to take. Domination not only describes the
action the adult wants the child to take but has an element of "seeing
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to it" action is a democratic
procedure, in line with idea that an individual is responsible for and
controls his own actions, in which the intent is to supply him with
knowledge-with an accurate of the consequences of
the alternatives. The latter, an autocratic procedure, conveys the idea
that one individual is responsible and can control the actions of
UllJl'VLll,I'OJ.L. It is you sit
and be quiet?" and saying, "I can't until it's quieter in here." It is

difference saying, "Go wash those filthy hands," and
':'U\'Ul~'-(. "I serve anyone hands are " Subtle differen-

I"'lIrn"'''''Y''\r"IIC'' on view. If you are a or parent
_AAA.' .............~"" need to told to do, there may ap-

you are a power-hungry child, VJho
feels anyway, two of statements are vastly dif
ferent. The one appears to be another instance of someone trying to
demonstrate his control and superiority. It fairly begs to be challenged.

expresses reality situation and leaves the critical
element of choice up to the child.

1_~.17_~to can to
you understand. is probably no greater agent for defusing

",,"-' .. ..., .... ,._ a child evaluate a situation objectively than a non-
'11n''''Ir'ilV"Il'''l'''V~T''':llI! _""""h'll"'llt"1.~t""".n1"'ii"'" IU~1"rJ1!.,\n'il" If some action to taken

~U"""'IIY.r~1"'€ to an to ~11r1''''''''~T'

natives. Stimulate him into through-the consequences
of the possible choices, but it is crucial that you convey to him your
respect for his right eventually to decide for himself which course to
take. This is nothing more than reality. He is going to make the choice
anyway, with or without your approval! But you are giving him
something he may not have had previously-your respect for his
to choose.
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It is a process that might include such a simple change as using
requests instead of commands. How much more willing might a child
be to do what needs to be done if he were asked instead of told. Some
parents and teachers feel that their word does not carry enough
authority unless phrased as a firm command. Consider, however, that
if the child refuses your request, you are left with one problem to be
solved-the undone task. If he refuses your command you are left
with two problems-the undone task and your undone authority.

The active listening procedure described previously is most helpful
in building a long-term relationship. Being non-evaluative, it does not
put children on the defensive, and the understanding shown by the
adult can provide a foundation trust. The technique it
self is very similar to the client-centered approach developed by Carl
Rogers and widely in many schools of psychotherapy. It is not
difficult to use with power-hungry children since, as many of us know

too are highly They crave
opportunity to their say and to convince you that they are
justified in actions. It may seem that simply listening and
paraphrasing you are giving tacit support to the child's position. To be
sure the child may occasionally feel this way. However, the first step in
the encouragement process is accepting the child as he is right
now-respecting, if not condoning, the decisions he now making.

amunderstood,"c21n '~~Jrto make

Although the metho'ds outlined briefly above will go far toward
preventing conflict, defusing the child's anger and solving immediate
problems, there is one procedure that is eminently well-suited to the
ongoing needs of the power-hungry child: the family council or class
council. By observing how the opinion of each member of the council
is carefully considered, he can come to learn that others believe what
he has to say is worth something and his opinions' will be taken
seriously. By observing the wide range of ideas offered as solutions to
a problem, particularly if his suggestions are carried out, he comes to
see that there is usually more than one way to resolve a ,conflict and
that force and resistance usually serve only to make things worse.

The attitude of mutual help and problem-solving that exists in a well
run nlay open his eyes for the first time to his capacity for
~~!!9_~Jh~!s-=-=~~ __~ffective cOJln~~rfor~e to the s_uP'?r.~eD~itiyi!y,a!ld

r self-centeredness that often characterizes the power-hungry child.
Thus, the council is in the unique position of providing a ready-made
setting for the development and operation of social interest.

"...h~:l:.1f'~,I"'1"n'fI"1C!t'11'" of the council which is probably most effective
for the uni.9_~e needs of the power-hungry child is its ability to deper-
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